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that Sharp collected in the Appalachians4 has a doggerel
text and makes sad reading beside the eighteenth-century
Scottish version quoted in Chapter II; the tune is of a very
different order, and is one of those capable, as Sharp says, of
''standing alone, divorced from their texts and of being played
or sung as absolute music"6:
The historical study of the ballad is also incomplete if it
makes no reference to the music. The ballads are transmitted
orally by means of song, and although collectors have taken
down a few versions from recitation only, it seems certain
that in these cases the informants learned their words from
other people's singing. Music is a powerful aid to memory,
and without it there can be no tradition of oral poetry. It is
generally accepted that ballads have always been sung, except
at the very end of their history. The study of ballad music
helps to explain a number of problems, including that of ballad
structure and metre and the process of variation. It is therefore
unfortunate that so many of the early collectors and scholars
neglected music almost entirely. Percy and Scott were hardly
interested, and in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries a
great many tunes were allowed to disappear, while those that
were collected were often seriously altered. There are very
few reliable records of folksong dating from before the i88o's.
Since then, many excellent collections have appeared, but the
detailed study of this material has scarcely begun. There
have been almost no scholars combining enough musical and
literary knowledge to discuss the music and words of the ballads
together. Most students of literature, like myself, have not
the qualifications for discussing the music more than cursorily.
What follows is no more than a sketchy outline.
Ballad music, like other folk music, sounds strange to
anyone familiar only with "art" music. It differs from the
latter in three ways: it is unaccompanied (monodic), without
harmony or counterpoint (homophonic), and it is based not
on the chromatic scale but on the modes. It is above all the
modal character of folk music that gives it its strangeness and
its peculiar charm.
The modes are a series of scales which form a framework

